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Introduction
The text-workbook contains three pages of Notes for Parents. It is important to read these before 

beginning as they explain in some detail the purpose of the course. We encourage you to look through 
the text-workbook as we explain the format for the lessons. 

Each lesson has an entertaining Reading Selection which includes the vocabulary words to be 
studied for the lesson. Our teacher has written some interesting, unique, often humorous stories 
which incorporate vocabulary words which are appropriate for this grade level.

Be sure your student works through the Exercises B and C. They demand a little more thoughtful 
analysis, but students can figure it out if they work at it. A little stretch of the imagination will 
eventually become fun!

The Exercise D sentences help to integrate some Catholic thoughts about the Faith and Catholic 
family life. 

Crossword puzzles are so popular with students of this age that we have included one in every 
lesson.

We encourage you to purchase a thesaurus for this grade level. Seton sells an Intermediate 
Thesaurus for grades 5 and 6. You may find one at your local bookstore. If your student uses a 
thesaurus, vocabulary assignments and writing assignments will improve. 

With television and the popular culture, extensive vocabulary has fallen by the wayside. Let’s 
do what we can to improve vocabulary for our children so that they may express themselves more 
precisely. 

Have fun with your children with this course! You will enjoy it, too! 

Please grade the lesson quizzes, and include the average grade for the quarter on the Quarter Report 
Form if you send the tests by mail. However, you may insert the grade online on the Seton website. For 
your convenience, the four quarter tests may be taken by your student on your MySeton page. The test 
scores will be averaged automatically with the parent-grades that you supply. 

To find the quarter tests online, go to the Seton Home page and type in the Family Number, then 
Log on. Click on the student’s name in the upper right hand corner box. Then click on Courses on the 
upper bar. Then scroll down to Vocabulary. Click on the icon which says Take online tests.

Enjoy this course! God bless you and your family. 
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Lesson 1 Quiz
Please define the following.

1. merit _____________________________________________________________________

2. fluster _____________________________________________________________________

3. absurd _____________________________________________________________________

4. avow _____________________________________________________________________

5. assertion _____________________________________________________________________

6. grasp _____________________________________________________________________

7. fluent _____________________________________________________________________

Please fill in the correct word from this list: speech, rote, vocabulary, doubt, memorize, express, 
communicate, rote, agreeable. 

1. Because the Holy Spirit inspires the Church, we have no _ about the 
truth of the teachings.        _______________  

2.  When little Joey was just two years old, he was able to_ the Hail Mary.
            _______________  
3. Little Mary has such a good memory, she can recite the Ten 

Commandments by _.        _______________  
4. The words used by the bishop showed that he had a very rich and 

large _.          _______________  
5. Father Bruce came to the hospital with the _ purpose of hearing the 

confession of the dying man.       _______________  
6. Anna appeared to be very confident on stage giving a farewell _ on 

behalf of the senior class.       _______________  
7. If you want the immigrant girl to understand what you are saying, you 

must _ your ideas slowly and clearly.      _______________  
8. James is well liked by the other altar boys because he has such 

an _ personality.         _______________  
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Lesson 2 Quiz
Please define the following.

1. fruited _____________________________________________________________________

2. crown _____________________________________________________________________

3. majesty _____________________________________________________________________

4. beyond _____________________________________________________________________

5. amber _____________________________________________________________________

6. shed _____________________________________________________________________

7. alabaster _____________________________________________________________________

Please fill in the correct word from this list: spacious, gleam, grain, dim, wave, patriot, brotherhood, 
plain. 

1. When the pioneers saw the wide, flat and open _, they knew it was a 
great place to grow wheat.       _______________  

2. The three wise men saw many stars _ brightly in the distance, but only 
one star led them to Bethlehem.      _______________  

3. Bread made from whole wheat _ is healthy and delicious.
            _______________  
4. When you are the last person to leave the chapel, please _ the lights.
            _______________
5. The knights formed a  _ to protect orphans and widows.
            _______________  
6. The rising temperature in the air meant a heat _ was coming.
            _______________  
7. Though the bishop was a _ who loved his country, the Communists 

imprisoned him for several years.      _______________ 
8. The newly built church was _ enough to hold a large congregation.
            _______________  
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Lesson 3 Quiz
Please define the following.

1. sentiment ________________________________________________________________

2. inch ________________________________________________________________

3. daze ________________________________________________________________

4. plaintive ________________________________________________________________

5. thump ________________________________________________________________

6. simultaneously ________________________________________________________________

7. aghast ________________________________________________________________

Please fill in the correct word from this list:  fling, sigh, rigid, motionless, swat, alarm, tabby, seep. 

1. When the Navy Chorus sang the National Anthem, the crowd stood _ 
during the military ceremony.       _______________

2. It rained so hard, the water began to _ in through the bottom of the 
church door.         _______________

3. I don’t want to _ you, but I think something is burning in the kitchen.
            _______________
4. The young altar boy was _ as he held the processional cross.
            _______________
5. Please _ the fly before it gets on the food I am ready to serve!
            _______________
6. Mom told little Mike not to _ the ball inside the house.
            _______________
7. That little _ wandered into our back yard and now sits with us when we 

say our night prayers.        _______________
8. We heard mother _ with relief when everyone was finally ready to 

attend the Confirmation.       _______________
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Lesson 4 Quiz

Please define the following.

1. relief _____________________________________________________________________

2. perceive _____________________________________________________________________

3. leisure _____________________________________________________________________

4. sieve _____________________________________________________________________

5. yield _____________________________________________________________________

6. conceit _____________________________________________________________________

7. deign _____________________________________________________________________

Please fill in the correct word from this list: ceiling, weight, belief, niece, receive, achieve, foreign, 
neighbor. 
1. Harry was waiting to _ a letter with the good news that he had been 

accepted into the seminary.       _______________

2. My next door _ joined us for Easter Mass.     _______________

3. Mother’s  _ just joined the Sisters of Charity convent.   _______________
4. It is our pastor’s _ that we need to start a powerful novena for our 

sick and poor families.        _______________

5. The _ of the problem causes Father Wilson much sadness.   _______________

6. With prayer and hard work, Father Carter said we can _our goals.  _______________

7. The teachings of the Catholic faith were _ to the natives among which 
the missionaries worked.       _______________

8.  The _ of the Byzantine chapel was painted blue and gold.   _______________


